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ABSTRACT(*)
In this paper, a real time nested microphone array based in
the auditory properties of the human ear is presented. Three
different stages in the development of the system are described.
Firstly, the design of the new auditory-based microphone array is
presented, obtaining better noise reduction using the masking
properties of the human auditory system. Secondly, we show its
validation through a new method called E-RASTI based in the
well-known RASTl (Rapid STI - Speech Transmission Index -)
intelligibility estimator. Additionally to classical enhancement
estimators as SNR, NMR (Noise to Masked Ratio) or AI
(Articulation Index), E-RASTI is proposed and validated for
dereverberation assessment, used here with real speech signals
and not with speech-like signals as in the original RASTI
method. And finally as third stage, the real time implementation
of this highly computing-demanding algorithm through the use
of a DSP-based architecture based in the recent floating point
TMS320C6701 is described.

of this work is the use of a multichannel system that atier
beamforming, where reverberation is severely reduced, can
perform better estimations of the masking thresholds of the
noise-free speech signal from the different spatial samples
extracted from the enclosed sound field in the room. This ANS
multichannel system has been implemented in a DSP-based
platform allowing real-time processing of the 15 synchronous
audio channels sampled with 20 bits at 16 kHz, including
frequency-domain beamforming and auditory-based postfiltering.
Additionally, this paper introduces a new method called ERASTl based in the well-known RASTI intelligibility estimator
[9]. E-RASTI estimates speech qualiy by testing the modulation
losses of speech signal intensity at very low frequencies with real
speech signals instead of the speech-like signals used in classical
RASTI, widely employed in speech intelligibility tests for room
acoustics evaluation. Some dereverberation alternatives
implemented in our laboratory have been tested in this paper
through the use of E-RASTI, which has been shown to be an
efficient estimator of the dereverberation abilities of the different
array processors under evaluation.
1. MULTICHANNEL AUDITORY SPEECH
ENHANCEMENT

1. INTRODUCTION

When speech signals are transmitted to a far microphone, the
recorded signal is degraded by [WO different components, namely
noise and reverberation. The different nature of these two
perturbations makes necessary to tackle the problem with
different processing alternatives. Most approaches to enhance
speech degraded by noise are based on the assumption that signal
and noise are fully uncorrelated. Filtering the short-time spectral
amplitude of the degraded signal can eficiently eliminate or
reduce the noise components, using spectral subtraction [I], or
Wiener filtering [2][3]. However recent works in single channel
speech enhancement have tested the excellent performance of
noise filtering using the masking properties of the human
auditory system [4][5][6].This technique is known as Audible
Noise Suppression (ANS) and is based on processing only those
noise components that are over the subjective audible threshold,
which are evaluated in each critical band. The ANS method
improves subjective perception of the residual noise resulting
from that processing, even though objective measurements of
SNR show no significant improvements. The main conmibution
(*’

In this paper we have used the masking thresholds of the
human auditory system to control the amount of noise reduction
that is necessary in each time frame. The underlying idea of the
method is that noise only should be reduced down to the masking
threshold of speech signal, which is related with the noise-free
speech level in each critical band. If the noise level underpasses
the masking threshold, computed as shown in [7], it may be
considered as subjectively not audible. When the masking
threshold is low, high noise suppression is needed, and vice
versa. Lots of suppression functions using the masking threshold
can be applied, having selected in our work that described in [SI.
2.1. Noise-free speech estimation with microphone arrays

Masking thresholds should be obtained kom clean speech,
but in real systems the noise-free signal is unavailable and
thresholds must he estimated. Wiener filtering with coherence
modification [Z], called Modified Wiener method (MW), has
been used in this paper to get clean speech estimation.
The gain ofthis modified Wiener filter is:
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3. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION AND REAL-TIME
IMPLEMENTATION
The microphone array arrangement used is shown in figure 1.
As is shown, speech signal spectrum is split into three frequency
suhbands, each one from a microphone group.
where C(@ is the interchannel coherence function, (GTjq(@)and
(Gnr,(w)) are the averaged cross spectra over all channel pairs,
the latter just considering time frames without speech activity.
G,(m) is the estimation of noisy speech autospectrum obtained
by beamforming all channels in three frequency suhhands, and a
and CT (Coherence Threshold) are fixed parameters. In expression (2) G,(m) and Goo(@are respectively the cross spectrum hetween the beamformed signal and the array central channel or
reference channel and the autospectrum ofthe reference channel.
The main advantage of this configuration is that by using the
multichannel information both coherent and non-coherent noise
can he detected and processed differently. We use expression (1)
to obtain a noise-free speech estimator as in the next equation:

P M W ( ~ ) H= M H . ( m lY. ( m )
where

Figure I : Nested array of fifteen microphones

In figure 2 the detailed processor scheme is presented. As can
he seen, the multichannel signal may be processed in two ways,
by ANS or MW methods (note that the MW output is used as
clean speech estimate for the ANS system)

(3)

1,(w) is the estimation of the clean speech spectrum

from Wiener filtering and Y(w) is the noisy speech spectrum.
H M d ) can be used to obtain the final output (MW method) or
may be used as clean speech estimator as follows.

2.2. Speech enhancement using masking thresholds
When a good estimation of a noise-free speech signal has
been obtained, it is possible to apply the ANS method to reduce
the noise to an inaudible level. So, the clean speech spectrum
fn~s(o)
can he obtained with:

Figure 2: ANS method processor
SiXICC"
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fA,vs (U)= HIIMS(OI.Y(m)
(4)
where HANs(m)is the auditory enhancement filter from the ANS
method. This filter i s obtained as follows [5]:

where v is a parameter (normally fixed and not frequency dependent) and o(m) is another parameter which i s related with the
masking threshold and then frequency dependent.
The masking threshold is represented by T(w) and must he
as in [7]. The
obtained from clean speech [estimated in fMW(@]
parameter T(w) must modify a(m) as follows: when the threshold
is low compared to the noise, great attenuation should be done
and therefore a(w) must be high [see (511. Consequently, a
comparison between the noise level and the speech level must be
applied in evely signal frame. Next expression verifies the latter:
SoRwur

Figure 3: Real-time implementation of the ANS Processor
with N(w) as the noise autospectrum which can he estimated in
non-speech frames. Although T(m) has been written down as
frequency dependent, i t remains constant in each critical band,
and T(w)=Tb can he assumed, where b is the index associated
with one critical band. The same assumptions are proposed for
a(m)=aa and N(o)=Nb (the noise is approximately constant in
each critical band).

The real-time array processor uses 16 omnidirectional
prepolarized phantom powered AKG-C417 microphones (15 for
the array and I as clean reference) connected to two 8 channel
Yamaha MLA7 preamplifiers, whose outputs act as inputs to a
16 input audio channel Blue Wave Systems (BWS) PMC16102
board. Its two 24 hit audio outputs are used as output ofthe array
processor. This PMC board is mounted over the DSP hoard, a
BWS PCI C6600 that includes 4MB of SDRAM plus the Texas
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Instruments TMS320C6701 floating point DSP, allowing speeds
close to I GFLOP. The code ofthe processor has been developed
in ANSI C with Code Composer plus BWS drivers. Lots of
specific DSP mathematical and signal processing libraries were
also necessary for performance optimization, allowing actually to
perform more than tree thousand 512-point-FFT per second.

4. OBJECTIVE EVALUATION OF SPEECH
ENHANCEMENT USING E-RASTI

6.- The intensity values are used to calculate E-RASTI index,
according with the general method described in [9].
1.- RASTl index of the noisy-reverberant speech signal is
compared with that one associated with the clean speech signal
or the processed speech signal, obtaining E-RASTI.
Figure 3 illustrates the method described in 4.2. To obtain
the levels at the modulation frequencies it has been necessary a
band-pass filtering of the low frequency intensity specr".

When speech perturbation is caused just by noise, objective
evaluation can be obtained by means of SNR measurements, with
some consideration of noise spectrum audibility using AWeighting, the Articulation Index (AI) [SI. or considering the
masking threshold with the Noise to Masking Ratio (NMR) [ 5 ] .
Although reverberation is easily detectable when is subjectively
considered, objective measurements are very complex. The most
accepted method to determine the degradation by reverberation
in room acoustics is the Speech Transmission Index (STI).
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4.1. STI and RASTI as speech quality estimators

a,

Speech Transmission Index (STIJ is based on the fact that the
spectrum of the speech signal intensity has very low frequency
components, called modulation frequencies. These modulation
frequencies correspond with the low frequency envelope of the
intensity time signal. When the speech signal is disturbed. the
modulation amplitude is reduced. The method based on STI
calculates the modulation losses considering 7 audio frequency
octave bands and 14 modulation frequencies into each audio
band that is, 98 modulation losses altogether. In practice, the
RApid Speech Transmission Index (RASTI) [9] is used, because
it only considers 4 modulation losses at 500Hz octave band and 5
modulation losses at 2kHr octave band. RASTl is calculate by
the modulation losses that have suffered a speech-like signal
called RASTI-signal, which is composed by two octave bands
(500Hz and ZkHz), and whose corresponding intensity envelope
hdS the appropriate speech-like low frequency components.
In this paper an alternative method is proposed to obtain
RASTl index, taking into account not the RASTI-signal, but just
the speech signal and calculating the modulation losses of the
latter when compared with its clean reference. This method has
been called Emulated RASTl (E-RASTI).

4.2. E-RASTI evaluation using speech signals
When RASTl method is applied to a conventional speech
signal, the problem is that the intensity envelope associated with
the signal does not generally have the modulation frequencies
that are present in the RASTI-signal. To overcome the trouble
the next method called E-RASTI is proposed. Let us consider an
utterance of reverberant speech signal, y(t), with enough length.
1.- Spcech signal is filtered in two O C ~ ~ Vbands,
C
centered at
500Hz and 2kHz obtainingy>(!) and y$).
2.- Speech signal intensities I,,>(t) are calculated by squaring:
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Figure 3: Low frequency intensity spectrum for speech
signal. Dashed processed. Solid: not processed.

5. RESULTS USING THE AUDIBLE NOISE
SUPPRESSION (ANS) ARRAY
The performance of the ANS processor has been tested and
compared with the MW (Modified Wiener) method obtaining
results with two kinds of speech databases called "real database"
and "simulated database". "Real database" consists in speech
files from the Camegie Mellon University real multichannel
database [Z]. It contains simultaneous recordings of a reference
signal from a head-mounted close-talk microphone and a 15microphone a m y as in figure 1. In this paper the following
subcorpora have been used: arr4A corresponds to a noisy
laboratory with low reverberation and speech source at I meter in
array axis; nrrCIA, recorded in a meeting room with high
reverberation and low noise (source at I meter); nrrC3A, in the
same meeting room but the speech source located at 3 meters in
array axis. "Simulated database" consists in speech files with
reverberation (T,=l s) and random noise artificially added. It has
been generated from the close-talk recording of "real database".
Initially SNR-type objective evaluators have been considered
to evaluate the system abilities, that is, the A-Weighting Signalto-Noise-Ratio (SNRA), the Articulation Index (AI) and the
Noise-to-Masked-Ratio (NMR). In every case the improvement
between input and output has been considered. The gain in SNRA
called GSNRAhas been computed as follows:
*=,,,-I

%*M=Y,-(f).

3.- Intensity signal is Hanning windowed to avoid border effects.
4.- Low frequency intensity Spectrum is calculated using the FFT

and resulting Ij,>(w/.
5.- Law frequency spectrum is band-pass filtered to obtain nine
plus two (for the 0-frequency level) intensity levels.

GSNR, = IO.log

$,

[Y.(k)-x(kll-A(k)l'

1 b'dk) -X(k)/ 4 k J Y

[dBl

(7)

k=O

where k is the frequency index,
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N the window length, Y, the

unprocessed speech spectrum. Y,,&j
the processed speech
spectrum, X(kj the clean speech and A(kj the A-Weighting filter.
The gain in articulation index (AI) is:
GAI =AI,,,, - AI,,,
(8)
using the method described in [8] to obtain AI. The NMR
represents an objective evaluator based on the masking threshold
and it indicates the noise audibility. The gain in NMR can be
calculated by (9),

In the table (2-a), the proposed ANS array performs better
than MW, but also AP-MP performs bener than ANS. However,
AP-MP performs properly just with SNR greater than 15 dB,
which is shown in the table (2-b), so the best global performance
in both reverberant (arrCIA, ovC3A) and noisy (arr4A.
SNR=lOdB, SNR=OdB) environments is obtained by the
proposed ANS array processor.
Additionally, in the table (2-b), as SNR decreases E-RASTI
also decreases, so a good performance of the array processors
and the E-RASTI estimator is shown.
6. CONCLUSIONS

where b is the index of the critical band, B is the number of
critical bands considered, kib and khh are respectively the lower
and upper frequency indexes associated with critical band b and
C, is the number of bins from critical band with index b.
In the table I , it has been only considered frames with speech
activity, averaging 15 speech utterances for "real database" and
100 utterances for "simulated database".
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In this paper a real-time microphone array, based on audible
noise suppression, has been implemented, tested and compared
with the modified Wiener filtering method in the same
conditions. T'he proposed ANS system obtains better objective
but especially subjective results with different levels of ambient
noise and different reverberation amount, especially in low SNR
conditions. Additionally, the system has been implemented with
a TMS320C6701-based system, running all the described
processes in real time with about 20 to 30% of available timecomputing resources.
Also, E-RASTI intelligibility index has been proposed and
applied to noisy and reverberant si@als. Results have shown its
efficiency in reverberation detection and therefore it can be used
as objective estimator of the reverberation level present in
reverberant speech.
Future work considers the inclusion of dereverberation
abilities of the All Pass-Minimum Phase system [2][3] into the
Audible Noise Suppression array processor, which has already
being performed in high level simulations but remains to be objectively evaluated and encapsulated into our DSP-based system.
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